Aging and spectral degradation effects on processing of temporal cues
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INTRODUCTION
• Previous research demonstrates that temporal processing
slows with age (e.g., Gordon-Salant et al., 2006).
• Speech understanding may further decrease when acoustic
information is spectrally degraded to mimic cochlear-implant
(CI) processing.
• CI users mainly rely on temporal resolution to encode
speech, but little is known about aging effects on temporal
processing in older CI users.
• The frequency-following response (FFR) conveys reliable
temporal cues between the stimulus and the response, and
may provide a window into the neural mechanisms that
underlie processing of spectrally-degraded timing cues.
• Phase locking to the fundamental frequency (F0) and first
formant (F1) has been demonstrated in FFRs to vocoded
stimuli (Ananthakrishnan et al., 2016).
• The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the
effects of age and simulated CI processing on a speech
discrimination task using perceptual and physiological
measures.

FFR RESULTS

PERCEPTUAL RESULTS

Stimulus-to-Response (STR) Correlations

Older listeners require longer silence durations to identify
“Ditch”
Figure 2: Stimulus and
FFR response correlations
represented in the time
domain. Compares YNH
(blue), ONH (red), and OHI
(black) responses to the
word “Ditch” in the
unprocessed (left) and
vocoded
(right)
conditions.

• Response waveforms were representative of stimulus waveforms for all listeners.
• Waveform fidelity decreased in the vocoded compared to the unprocessed response (p < 0.001).
• Stimulus-to-response correlations were most robust for YNH listeners with decreases in waveform morphology observed in
the ONH and OHI groups.
• YNH group had higher stimulus-to-response correlations for the unprocessed and vocoded conditions (p < 0.05).
Figure 5: Average percent identification of “Dish” responses for YNH (blue), ONH (red), and OHI (black) listeners as a
function of Silence Duration in ms with responses represented for unprocessed and 8-channel vocoded speech. The
error bars show ±1 standard error.

Phase Locking Factor (PLF)

LISTENERS
•
•
•
•
•

YNH: ≤45 yrs (n=15, range=1726, mean=21 yrs)
ONH: 60 yrs (n=15, range=6178 yrs, mean=73 yrs)
OHI: 60 yrs (n=15, range=6482 yrs, mean=74 yrs)
NH participants had hearing
thresholds ≤25 dB HL for 0.254 kHz.
All participants had a passing
score of ≥22 on the Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA).

Figure 1: Average hearing thresholds
for NH and HI listeners. Error bars
represent ±1 standard error.

DISCUSSION
Figure 3: Phase locking
factor (PLF) responses to
“Ditch” for unprocessed
(left column) and vocoded
(right column) conditions.
Compares YNH (top), ONH
(middle), and OHI (bottom)
spectral responses. The
red
dotted
square
represents the 60 ms
silent interval between the
vowel and final fricative.

METHODS
Stimuli
• 7-step continuum consisting of a “Dish” (0 ms) and “Ditch” (60
ms) word pair (Gordon-Salant et al., 2006)
• Closure duration of the silent interval (measured in ms)
between the vowel /i/ and the final fricative /ʃ/ manipulated in
10-ms increments.
• Words were unprocessed or vocoded (8-channel sine vocoding,
400 Hz low-pass envelope cutoff)
Perceptual
• 2 alternative forced-choice task
• Listeners chose “Dish” or “Ditch” in response to the word that
they heard.
• No feedback provided
Frequency Following Response (FFR)
• Midbrain responses were recorded using the Biosemi ActiABR200 acquisition system and digitized at 16,384 Hz.
• Minimum of 3000 artifact-free sweeps for each condition
• Responses were bandpass filtered offline from 70-2000 Hz
using 4th order Butterworth filters and averaged over 660 ms.
• Stimulus-to-response correlation: stimulus waveform was shifted
in the time domain to maximize the cross-correlation found
between the stimulus and the response region from 10-300 ms.
• Morlet wavelets used to analyze the phase locking factor (PLF)
of the response for each sweep

Poster 122

• Phase locking decreased in the vocoded conditions compared to the unprocessed condition for all groups (p < 0.001).
• Older listeners had reduced phase locking to both the vowel preceding the silent interval and the final consonant following
the silent interval for the word “Ditch” (p < 0.05).

Envelope and Temporal Fine Structure (TFS) Analysis

Figure 4: Envelope (top
row) and temporal fine
structure (TFS; bottom
row)
analysis
across
listener groups. Black
lines
represent
the
unprocessed
condition
and red lines represent
the vocoded condition.

Perceptual:
• Older listeners required greater silences between the offset of the vowel
and the onset of the final fricative to distinguish a difference between “Dish”
and “Ditch” (Fig. 5) based on silence duration.
• Vocoding affects perceptual Dish-Ditch responses minimally when 8
channels are used (Fig. 5)
FFR:
• Age-related STR correlations and PLF reductions were seen in waveform
and spectral responses from older listeners (Figs. 2 and 3).
• STR correlations and PLF were least robust when “Ditch” was spectrally
degraded to mimic CI processing for all listener groups (Figs. 2 and 3).
• Encoding of the vowel and final consonant in the word “Ditch” is reduced in
older compared to younger listeners, suggesting older listeners experience
temporal processing deficits (Fig. 3).
• Vocoding reduced temporal envelope encoding for all listeners (Fig. 4).
• In contrast with younger listeners, older listeners have reduced temporal
fine structure with vocoded stimuli, which may contribute to the temporal
processing deficits observed (Fig. 4).
Conclusion
• Results suggest older CI users may be at a disadvantage for processing
temporal cues important for speech understanding.
• Future studies should assess perceptual and physiological measures in
cochlear-implant users of all ages to investigate if the observed effects
translate to this population.
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